Transforming the future of finance: from affordable, inclusive lending to democratized investing on the blockchain
“Finova Financial is #2 in most venture capital raised in Florida.”
April 12, 2018

“Consumer Finance Innovator Secures $102.5 Million To Help Unbanked & Underbanked”
October 18, 2017

“Fintech Innovator Raises Record $52M First Round”
August 4, 2016
Retail Banking
$1.4 Trillion Global Business

But has banking really changed in the last 100 years?
People With Bank Accounts Don’t Like Banks....

Fees? Huge fees

They lie. Then take away everything they want

Now banks are asking for pretty high fees.

Interest for bank loans are too high here

Banks can go bankrupt
35% of World's Population is Outside the Formal Financial System

**UNDERSERVED MARKET**
2 Billion working age adults don’t use formal financial series globally.
$380 Billion to $Trillion plus Market size

**NOT JUST PEOPLE**
SME – Small-Medium sized Enterprises are often financially excluded based on their industry or ownership structure.

**UNPREPARED FOR EMERGENCIES**
Limited to No access to credit.
Finova Digital Financial Services Launched: CLOC a better product and pathway to financial health

Car Equity Line of Credit (CLOC)

- Loan Costs 50 - 70% less than the industry average
- 12 month path to financial health to repay
- Every payment has a principal payment component
- Real-time online dashboard
- Decision in minutes online 24/7
- Thousands of Satisfied Customers

www.finovafinancial.com
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Finova Secured Prepaid Card and Mobile App

CASH ECONOMY

121 million consumers are prevented from affordable credit(4)
Pay high fees to cash checks and pay bills
Lack a secure way to safeguard their money

SECURED CARDS

Funding card is the major challenge - Finova secures the card with car
C-LOC clients receive low cost loan payment and direct deposit
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Finova Financial Transforming Global Banking Since 2015

EXECUTIVE TEAM

100+ Years financial services, technology, regulatory experience

Gregory Keough
CEO

Derek Acree
CLO

Robert Conley
CFO

Mary Mulcahy
VP Operations

Ivan Sokalskyi
CTO

TRACTION

Total Financed: $7.1M
2017 Revenue: $2.4M
Current Contracted Payments: $4.9M
Yearly Return on Capital: 122%
7 State Licenses Obtained
$100M+ Equity and Debt Raised to Date

CURRENT INVESTORS
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Investing on the Blockchain: Beyond ICO
Jobs Crypto Offering (JCO) a Blockchain Pathway to IPO

Reg.D
Submit documentation
Reg.A+ or Filed Registration Statement
Can be traded on SEC-licensed exchanges

Block-SAFE
JOBS Crypto Offering (JCO)
The Future is: Investing on the Blockchain
The Future of Capital Raising is: Decentralized and Democratized
Many Thanks

Welcome to Miami!!!

Gregory.Keough@FinovaFinancial.com
NO MONEY OR OTHER CONSIDERATION IS BEING SOLICITED, AND IF SENT IN RESPONSE, WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED NO OFFER TO BUY THE SECURITIES CAN BE ACCEPTED AND NO PART OF THE PURCHASE PRICE CAN BE RECEIVED UNTIL THE OFFERING STATEMENT FILED BY THE COMPANY WITH THE SEC HAS BEEN QUALIFIED BY THE SEC. ANY SUCH OFFER MAY BE WITHDRAWN OR REVOKED, WITHOUT OBLIGATION OR COMMITMENT OF ANY KIND, AT ANY TIME BEFORE NOTICE OF ACCEPTANCE GIVEN AFTER THE DATE OF QUALIFICATION. AN INDICATION OF INTEREST INVOLVES NO OBLIGATION OR COMMITMENT OF ANY KIND.

For the purpose of this document “Finova Financial” or “Finova” refers to National Financial Holdings Inc. and any of its affiliates and subsidiaries.

This document is confidential and is intended only for the use of the person(s) to whom it is presented and or delivered by Finova. It may not be reproduced (in whole or in part) nor may its contents be divulged to any other person without the prior written consent of Finova.

This document does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities. It is an outline of matters for discussion only. Any person receiving this document and wishing to effect a transaction discussed herein, must do so in accordance with applicable law. Any transaction implementing any proposal discussed in this document shall be exclusively upon the terms and subject to the conditions set out in the definitive transaction agreements.

By accepting this document you hereby acknowledge that you are aware and that you will advise your representatives that the federal and state securities laws prohibit any person who has material, non-public information about a company from purchasing or selling securities of such a company or from communicating such information to any other person under circumstances in which it is reasonably foreseeable that such person is likely to purchase or sell such securities.

You may not rely upon this document in evaluating the merits of participating in any transaction referred to herein. This document contains selected information and does not purport to be all-inclusive or to contain all of the information that may be relevant to your participation in any such transaction. This document does not constitute and should not be interpreted as either a recommendation or advice, including investment, financial, legal, tax, or accounting advice. Any decision with respect to participation in any transaction described herein should be made based solely upon appropriate due diligence of each party.

Future results are impossible to predict. Opinions and estimates offered in this presentation constitute our judgment and are subject to change without notice, as are statements about market trends, which are based on current market conditions. This document includes forward-looking statements that represent our opinions, expectations, beliefs, intentions, estimates, or strategies regarding the future, which may not be realized. These statements may be identified by the use of words like “anticipate,” “believe,” “expect,” “intend,” “may,” “plan,” “will,” “should,” “seek,” “target(s),” (“projects”) and similar expressions. The forward-looking statements reflect our views and assumptions with respect to future events as of the date of this document and are subject to risks and uncertainties. Actual and future results and trends could differ materially from those described by such statements due to various factors that are beyond our ability to control or predict. Given these uncertainties, you should not place undue reliance on the forward-looking statements. We do not undertake any obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.

We believe the information provided herein is reliable, as of the date hereof, but do not warrant its accuracy or completeness. In preparing these materials, we have relied upon and assumed, without independent verification, the accuracy and completeness of all information available from public sources. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, no audit or review has been undertaken by an independent third party of financial assumptions, data, results, calculations and forecasts contained, presented or referred to in this document. You should conduct your own independent investigation and assessment as to the validity of the information contained in this document and the economic, financial, regulatory, legal, taxation, stamp duty and accounting implications of that information. Except as required by law, Finova and its respective directors, officers, employees, agents and consultants, make no representation or warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this document, and take no responsibility under any circumstances for any loss or damage suffered as a result of any omission, inadequacy, or inaccuracy in this document.

Any securities in this company would not be registered under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933 (the “Act”) and may only be offered in a transaction that is not subject to or that is exempt from registration under the Act. Investors must have the financial ability and willingness to accept the risks, including the loss of the investment and lack of liquidity. Any such securities would not be able to be resold, transferred or otherwise disposed of in the U.S. without registered under the Act or pursuant to an available exemption from registration.
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